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WHO Said that it would be ute absolutely impossible, t$/ the earth were , is

round when we get to the other side of it, we would fall off, we would get

to the edge where we would fall off. This sounds rdiculous to us because

of the new facts we know. To anyone at that time it was only common sense

that everything would fall1 e'veryt T-ei4-down unless it was held up. This

was a fact of universal observation.

Then one day Isaac Newton was struggling with a problem. He

had before him a great amount of data which TYCHORAJiE and Kepler
these

I had na In studying t-he-data there did not seem to be any simple

expination for the pecuiar way in which the planets

moved. A complex system of cycles and epicycles had been worked out during
5

the Middle Age,anc'by use of this cylcle it was possible to predict exactly
in

where/the heavens and any planet would be at a particular time. However,

the system itself was so complicated that it appeared that there must be a

more simple principle involved, Newton was struggl'ing with this problem,

one which has not occurred to ny Ape ople before the researches of these two

great observers of become available.the h

They




9t is said that he was struggling with

problem, he saw an apple fall when the thing / that held it up, snapped4, when

it held it up snaps , it was no longer held up, so it fell down. Anyone else
this would

at that time ow ould have interpreted this in imple way. 41/ SoN,4Iewton if he

had be- not been struggling with what seemed like an entirely Fe-m- un-related

problem, Seeing an apple fall, however, reminded him of the well-known fact,

and p44l4',4/ caused him to put the two matters together. As a result he

made the great advance in our thinking that came from the law of gravitation.
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